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Abstract. Many ESCWA member countries have felt the need to initiate e-
government applications thus making use of the latest information and
communication technologies.  However, none of these countries has yet
achieved a well developed and fully functional e-government system, in spite of
the plans put and sporadic actions taken for this endeavor.  On the other hand,
countries that resisted for some time the incorporation of ICT in governmental
organizations and in citizen’s everyday life, have felt the urgency of having
national plans taking such innovations into consideration, otherwise they will
be left behind in the stream of development.

1  Introduction

E-government allows for more transparency, greater convenience, smoother flow of
information, better coordination between different agencies, rapidly delivered services
for citizens and businesses, less corruption, revenue growth, cost reduction, and
service provision for 24 hours over 7 days per week.  If all of this is gained, what
hampers e-government from moving-off?  Barriers to e-government can be
summarized in the following factors: resistance to change, lack of public awareness,
public skepticism, poor telecommunications infrastructures and services, lack in
human capital readiness, poor information security, hardware and software
availability, and public access to Internet for common people, etc…

McConnell International report on e-readiness stated six ESCWA countries as
having the potential to impact the new global economy.  These countries are Egypt,
Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates.  However none of
these countries seem to satisfy the conditions needed for full transactions for e-
government and e-business [1].  Though e-government provides a wide range of
information for decision makers to benefit from, it does in many ways threaten the
control and power entitled to political leaders [2].

This is a comparative study describing the situation of ESCWA member countries
with regard to e-government applications with consideration of the cultural and
political contexts of these countries.  Comparative studies concerning e-government
applications hold special importance for many reasons:  they allow countries sharing
similar culture and geographical location to find common grounds and identify
common obstacles, thus opening the door for joint planning and coordination for
future action.  Furthermore, knowing that e-government system is a new concept,
internationally as well as locally, and that there is no standard blueprint to launch it,
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gathering the different experiences in this field allows one country to benefit from
another’s experience (let it be success or failure) particularly established best
practices.  Finally, such comparative studies tend to be carried out by non-profit and
non-politically oriented organizations, thus giving them an objective and transparent
dimension [3], [4], [5].

2  Countries Experience

2.1  Bahrain

The Bahraini society seems ready to make use of IT in daily life, this is reflected
through the growing number of Internet and mobile users; the number of mobile
phones is almost ten times more than the fixed phone lines.  The National Bank of
Bahrain has introduced a new service allowing customers to make online transactions
[6].  On the other hand the Bahraini government has set for itself a goal to become the
telecommunications hub of the gulf [7].  Thirty ministries and departments have been
connected to each other, which facilitates administrative procedures, like purchasing,
auditing, budgeting and human resources management.  This project was directed by
the Ministry of Finance and National Economy, and is expected to positively affect
the productivity in the concerned ministries [8].  Furthermore, the government had put
under trial an e-voting system, called the (2D) Bar Coding Technology.  This system
holds personal information on every voter and allows citizens to voice out their
opinions effectively and efficiently [9]. As for the commerce, the Bahraini
government is still drafting a telecommunication act to promote open market and an
e-commerce environment [6].  This year Paramount has been given the major role in
dealing with information security in Bahrain [10].  Caution ought to be considered
when sending politically suspicious emails or launching a Web site that might hold a
threat to the ruling family, jail will be the measure taken to punish the suspect [11],
[12].  Bahrain is working on developing laws for e-commerce that will keep its
reputation as the financial capital of the Middle East [13].

2.2  Egypt

Internet access is affordable for the average Egyptian citizen. The government has an
e-government plan that will start by building a media city and smart villages.  These
villages will provide software development and ICT training.  Furthermore, once the
plan is implemented it will provide a network linking ministries [14].   An Egyptian
company is building an Internet infrastructure promising to procure a very fast
connection [15], [16].  The Egyptian government committed itself to reduce software
piracy and enforce copyright laws [17].  An official Web site provides wide range of
information in a one-stop-shop manner [18].  The government is keen on guaranteeing
the climate for IT to flourish; legislations fostering e-signature are underway,
international agreements promoting trust in the progress towards an IT society are
signed [19].  Nilesoft is committed to develop e-commerce sector in Egypt.  This
company considers that both the financial sector and the number of Internet users are
encouraging to seriously tackle such a project [20].
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2.3  Iraq

Until few months ago Internet connection was not available to the Iraqi community.
Previously Internet was allowed merely in the ministries, and sending emails was not
possible even in the ministries.  Nowadays Internet cafes are widespread and it is even
possible to have Internet at home.  However, there is one Internet provider in Iraq
(Urulink) and it is handled by the government.  Hotmail, Yahoo or other similar email
services are not possible, Urulink will deny access to such services.  Home Internet is
considered expensive for the average Iraqi costing about 25 USD each three months
so usually citizens opt for Internet cafes [21].  It is worth mentioning that until the
present moment mobile phones are not allowed in Iraq.  Back in 1999, computer spare
parts were not allowed to enter Iraq due to UN sanctions after the Gulf War [22], [23].

2.4  Jordan

In 1999, King Abdullah II announced his commitment to strengthen IT sector in
Jordan. The REACH initiative (Regulatory framework, Estate, Advancement, Capital,
Human resources) was launched.  REACH is based on public-private partnership
aiming to deliver e-services to citizens, businesses and government [24].  Jordan IT
Community Centre was launched on December 2000 in order to spread computer and
Internet literacy among inhabitants of remote areas.  Computers have even been
installed in Bedouin and rural areas to facilitate information access and improve the
economic condition of women, students and others from different sectors. Computer
skills are already taught in public schools as early as elementary levels [25], [26],
[27].  Home Internet connection is also accessible to any citizen [28].  However the
digital gap between the poor and the rich is still big in Jordan due to the high cost of
connectivity.  The government is planning to connect universities and schools (by
2003) and to liberalize the telecommunications sector (by 2005) [29].  Few months
ago, the Ministry of Information and Communications Technology held a meeting for
civil servants from over a hundred government institutions to discuss their roles and
responsibilities in the development of e-government in Jordan [30].

2.5  Kuwait

Internet is widely used in Kuwait and the connection is fast.  Every citizen in Kuwait
beyond the age of nine has an ID card with a pin number; this card is used for a
multitude of purposes like searching for a job and many others.  Soon enough this ID
will be used for financial transactions.  This has already solved the problem of long
queues in government departments, hospitals and others.  Furthermore, unlike other
gulf countries, telecommunications sector in Kuwait is liberalized which encourages
both businesses and consumers [31], [32].  The National Bank of Kuwait is providing
secure online services allowing the use of credit card for purchase and other
transactions [33].
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2.6  Lebanon

Lebanon is one of the first countries in the region to have Internet access open to the
public.  Internet connection penetrated the community as early as 1994, reaching
universities and schools as well as average citizens’ homes [34].  On the other hand
rural areas are not privileged as urban areas with telephone system.  The
communication and Internet access costs in Lebanon are one of the highest in the
region.  This situation may change with the privatization of the telecommunications
sector.  Currently, the Lebanese government is interested in developing e-government.
Lebanon has a modern infrastructure throughout the country.  Thousand of computers
have been deployed, civil servants have been trained on ICT products, and ICT
awareness campaigns are run by the government.  A one-stop-shop Web page is now
available facilitating access to information for citizens [35].  The old law for
intellectual property rights has been lately updated to suit the new technologies and
the parliament approved it in 1999, which opened the door for many international ICT
companies to launch new branches in Lebanon.  However, actual market shows that
this law is not being respected, for example 80% of software in Lebanon are pirated.
The most well developed e-commerce is found in the banking sector [36], [37].  The
complete e-strategy for Lebanon is under preparation by the Office of the Minister of
State for Administrative Reform (OMSAR) in collaboration with many academics,
policy makers, private businesses, citizens and others.  This strategy will be ready by
the end of year 2002 [38].

2.7  Oman

Internet is currently available for the Omani community [39]. The Omani government
is trying to promote IT in the society.  For example, the government is trying to
increase Omani graduates in software and IT related disciplines, and the latest
technologies have been installed in Sultan Qaboos University to make this plan
possible [16], [40].  The Ministry of Civil Services is working to build a network
connecting 45 ministries with the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Civil
Services; this project will allow human resources management to update information
regarding 86,000 government employees [41].  On last October the government
signed a contract to launch the smart card containing personal information for both
citizens and residents of the Sultanate; this card is supposed to allow the
accomplishment of many public services like getting a driving license, voting, money
withdrawal and many others [42].  The Central Bank of Oman is planning to develop
the infrastructure necessary for electronic banking products and services [43].
Intellectual property rights is a serious matter in Oman; three large companies in
Oman have been invaded because of their possession of illegal software and they have
been given a week to legalize these software [44].  TradaNet is a new company
launched in year 2000 and is now leading e-commerce in Oman [45].

2.8  Palestine

A report issued by Human Rights Watch in 1999 mentioned that the Palestinian
Authority didn’t try to control Internet content accessible to the public.  Palestinians
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can have access to information covering a wide range of political and human rights
information.  This online freedom is making up for the shortage in publications and
media due to the war situation [46].

2.9  Qatar

Internet services in Qatar is provided by one agent, Qatar Public Telecommunications
Corporation (Q-Tel); no other Internet supplier is allowed to enter the market without
an official governmental approval [47].  In September 2000 the government
announced its will to have e-government; the e-government plan will be implemented
by 2004 hoping to provide electronically 74% of the government activities offered by
22 ministries for both residents and citizens [48], [49].  It is worth mentioning that
Qatar was the first Arab Country to announce its will to have e-government [16].
Qatar e-Commerce Committee was introduced to deliver within two years and a half
the strategy for e-commerce with individuals and businesses [50].

2.10  Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabia gained access to the Internet in 1994, however it wasn’t before 1999 that
the general public was able to make use of this service; furthermore, the connection is
still not fast and the Internet service providers are asking the Saudi government to
improve the infrastructure [16], [51], [52].  It is known that the government censors
some Web sites [53].  The Saudi government is developing a national e-government
plan and the related legislations [54].  Acknowledging the scarce human power in the
IT field, e-government plan will give special attention to human capital and IT
education [52], [55].  A government committee has been assigned to formulate a law
to protect information security.  The first steps that have been undertaken were
training government employees [56].  Though the number of Internet users is showing
an average growth of 8%, and the IT sales in the Kingdom make more than 40% of
the region’s, it was proven that the general public doesn’t yet trust the concept of e-
government [52], [57], [58].  This trust problem could be due to two main factors:
infrastructure and security [59]. The Ministry of Interior is taking actual steps to
launch Smart Card containing information including fingerprints and enabling its
holder to have access to a range of public services [60].  Furthermore, there is a plan
to establish an IT hub and science park in Jeddah [16].

2.11  Syrian Arab Republic

Syria has the most expensive Internet connection rate in the Middle East, allowed
only through a local service provider.  In 1997 Internet started in Syria, however the
public didn’t have access to it [16], [61], [62].  Until now the government constantly
checks incoming and outgoing emails [63].  The Syrian Telecommunications
Establishment blocks certain Web site.    However the Syrian government has noticed
the drawbacks of having poor Internet services.  This not only affects residents of
Syria, but it makes foreigners reluctant to visit the country especially if they rely on
daily emails to run their work.  Thus the government is seriously considering the
improvement of its IT infrastructure while encouraging e-business and e-literate
society [64].
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2.12   United Arab Emirates

The eminent achievement in e-government is Dubai Internet City.  Dubai has started a
plan to provide 100 percent of its GDP from non-oil sources by 2010.  Dubai Internet
city, built on 163 hectares surface area, will shift the economy towards IT, multimedia
and telecommunications businesses.  It is already acknowledged internationally and
hosting important IT meetings.  International standards of the City have attracted big
IT companies like Microsoft, Oracle, IBM, Hewlett-Packard, MasterCard
International, Arabia Online, Compaq, and many others.  Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid al Maktoum, Crown Prince of Dubai, inaugurated Dubai Internet City on
October 2001 (as scheduled 18 months earlier) and asked civil servants to provide all
public services online otherwise lose their jobs.  By 2003 every schoolchild will be
provided a computer and Internet access [65], [66], [67].  Zayed University is offering
a new MBA programme in e-commerce for professionals working in both the private
and the public sector [68].  Dubai police is providing eleven services on the Internet
and eight services on the WAP (wireless application protocol) [69].  Payment of
traffic fines, renewal of driving license and many other services are now possible
through WAP [70].  As for e-security, it is more or less protected by the government;
for example, fines must be paid by Internet criminals but jail was never a possible
verdict [56].  UAE scored the second on ‘e-government index’ in the Middle East
region, after Israel [71].

2.13  Yemen

Yemen started a 10 years project in e-government aiming to guarantee more efficient
services to citizens.  There is one Internet provider for Yemen (Teleyemen) and
connection is possible to the public; however some Web sites are blocked.  Some
services are already provided online, like payment of postal services.  It is worth
mentioning that Yemen scored the least in ‘e-government index’ in the region [71],
[72], [73], [74].
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